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The objectives of our January 1981 field season were (1) to
evaluate the feasibility of using a high-resolution impulse
radar profiling system to detect the existence of sea ice which
coring had revealed on the bottom of the Ross Ice Shelf at J-9
and (2) if successful in that effort, to try to detect the preferred
horizontal C-axis azimuthal direction of the sea ice crystals
using the voltage amplitude of the radar reflection. From the
latter we would have been able to determine the orientation
of the current at the sea ice/water interface following the pro-
cedure of Kovacs and Morey (1980). We did pre-field deploy-
ment checkout and evaluation of the radar system, both from
the surface and from a helicopter, on the McMurdo Ice Shelf.

In preparation for the J-9 field test program, we modified
the radar system in several ways to improve its performance
and thus increase the maximum radar range. Three different
antennas, each operating at a different center frequency, were
tested. A preamplifier was placed at the front ends of the
receivers, providing an additional 10 to 15 decibels of gain.
Generally, the ice-probing radar uses one antenna for trans-
mitting and receiving simultaneously. In our study, two
antennas were used, both transmitting and receiving simul-
taneously. Theoretically this would provide a 6-decibel gain
in system performance. Experimental results indicated about
4.5-decibel improvement.

Special low-frequency liquid-filled antennas were also used,
one for transmitting and one for receiving. The antenna con-
sisted of a plastic tube 10 centimeters in diameter and approx-
imately 3 meters long. A copper dipole element was supported
along the axis of the plastic tube, which was divided into two
chambers. A low-loss liquid filled one chamber, and a high-
loss liquid the other. The purpose of the dielectric liquid was
to make the antenna electrically longer than its physical length
and thus radiate lower frequencies. The high-loss dielectric
liquid tended to damp out pulse ringing on the antenna.

The table lists the radar parameters used for calculating the
maximum radar range shown in figure 1. The 80- and 300-
megahertz antenna system values in the table are based on the
two-antenna configuration.

Plotted in figure 1 is the maximum radar range for the 20-
megahertz and 80-megahertz antennas. Two models are con-
sidered, one without sea ice on the ice shelf bottom and one
with 6 meters of sea ice on the bottom. The maximum radar
range is shown to be very sensitive to the bulk direct-current
conductivity. The ice shelf thickness at J-9 is about 45 meters.
Bentley (1977) estimated the bulk direct-current conductivity
of the ice shelf near J-9 to be 1.4 x 10 siemens per meter.

Using this value, we should have been able to detect the shelf
bottom. (Neither antenna system appeared to detect the glacial
ice/sea ice boundary or the ice/seawater boundary.) An inter-
face did appear in the radar echo data at somewhat beyond
the time (i.e., at a greater depth than) we would have expected
to "see" the ice shelf bottom. Although this reflected signal
varied in time as we moved along our traverse, suggesting an
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Figure 1. Maximum Ice/water Interface depth detectable versus
the bulk conductivity of an ice shelf having a smooth bottom. Depth
In meters; conductivity in siemens per meter.

undulating ice shelf bottom, the signal was weak and discon-
tinuous. In short, we are uncertain about the origin of this
signal.

There are several possible explanations for our negative
results. One is that the conductivity at J-9 is higher than pub-
lished estimates, maybe in the vicinity of 3.5 x 10 siemens
per meter or even greater, as may be inferred from the work
of Robin, Evans, and Bailey (1969). Another possible expla-
nation is that our radar system did not perform as well as
expected. However, we were able to penetrate 300 meters of
the McMurdo Ice Shelf and receive a fairly strong ice/water
reflection on all three radar systems. In fact, with a single 80-
megahertz antenna suspended from a helicopter at an altitude
of 10-15 meters, shelf thicknesses of up to approximately 300
meters were continuously profiled. This was the maximum
shelf thickness encountered on the flight. A third possible
explanation is that the 6 meters of sea ice on the bottom of the
ice shelf at J-9 acted as a gradual electromagnetic transition
from the polar ice to the seawater, and thus the coefficients of
reflection at the glacial ice/sea ice and sea ice/seawater bound-
aries were lower than those used in our calculations.

At J-9 we did observe many interval layers and signatures
of crevasses (figure 2). The latter are believed to have devel-
oped upstream of J-9 and to have become buried by subse-
quent snow accumulation during the years the crevasses were
in transit to J-9. We estimate their depth at 46 meters.

In addition to our work at J-9, radar profiling was made
along the brine infiltration horizon in the McMurdo Ice Shelf.
This revealed that a 4.4-meter high brine front, monitored
since 10 January 1977 (Kovacs and Cow 1977) had moved from
3,610 meters in from the shelf edge to 4,140 meters inland
between 24 November 1978 and 20 January 1981, at an average
rate of 0.67 meters per day. From missing survey stations it
was determined that 1,640 meters of the ice shelf had calved
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Radar parameters used for calculating maximum range

Radar
parameter
	 20 megahertz

p.a (peak watts)	 2.5 x 10
Pmin b (watts)	 2.5 x 108
QC	 -110 decibels
ET = E R 	 -l3decibels
GT = G Re	 2 decibels

ap, = power input to the transmitting antenna.
b Pm in = minimum detectable signal power.
cQ = system performance factor.
d ET and ER = antenna transmitter (T) and receiver (R) efficiency.
eGT and GA = antenna transmitter (T) and receiver (R) gain.

during a 6 February to 22 March 1980 breakout. An interesting
finding was that brine had risen 8.7 meters (figure 3) inside a
borehole 0.15 meter in diameter located near the approximately
10,000-meter inland boundary of brine infiltration. This hole
was drilled in November 1978. Brine was encountered in ice
(density 0.85 megagram per cubic meter) at a depth of 50.4
meters. Further aspects related to this event and brine infiltra-
tion into the McMurdo Ice Shelf can be found elsewhere
(Kovacs et al. in press).

This research was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant DPP 80-04221.
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Figure 2. Graphic record of radar profile over two of the many
buried crevasses observed near J-9. ns = nanoseconds.

Figure 3. Radar profile over borehole at station E of Kovacs, Gow,
and Cragin (in press) showing the infiltration brine layer in the
McMurdo Ice Shelf at a depth of approximately 51 meters, the top
of brine rise in the borehole, and several horizons where the brine
had migrated laterally away from the hole. The 8.7-meter brine
upwell level was determined by lead line sounding.
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